
LONDON: France and Britain reopened cross-
Channel travel yesterday after a 48-hour ban to
curb the spread of a new coronavirus variant but
London has warned it could take days for thou-
sands of trucks blocked around the port of Dover to
get moving. The major transit hub reopened follow-
ing an agreement between London and Paris to
allow hauliers stranded in the UK to leave the coun-
try if they could produce a negative coronavirus
test that was less than 72 hours old.  

“It will take a few days to work our way
through,” Communities Secretary Robert Jenrick
told Sky News. “There’s going to be quite a lot of
work to do.”  Much of Europe had swiftly banned
British travellers following the emergence of a more
transmissible variant of COVID-19 in Britain, and
France’s decision to block freight movements
sparked fears of food shortages.

As dramatic images showed masses of lorries
backed up in Dover, British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson was under intense pressure to resolve the
deadlock — even as 11th-hour talks with Brussels
on a post-Brexit trade deal were at a stalemate.
Jenrick said a total of around 4,000 trucks were
stranded in Dover and overall in southern Kent
county. Between 700 and 800 were parked along-
side the motorway heading out of London via Kent
and some 3,000 were at the nearby disused airport
of Manston where drivers are to be tested. As night
fell on Tuesday, many drivers at Manston sounded
their horns for more than half an hour in protest
over the delays.

Jenrick said testing would be carried out at
Manston and “multiple other locations.” If a driver
tests positive following a rapid screening that nor-
mally produces results in 30 minutes, the driver will
be given a more accurate swab test. In the event of
two positive results the drivers will be placed in iso-
lation in a hotel for 10 days. 

French Transport Minister Jean-Baptiste Djebarri
confirmed that air travel, boats and Eurostar trains
would resume service as of yesterday, saying “French
nationals, people living in France and those with a
legitimate reason will have to be carrying a negative
test.” But his British counterpart Grant Shapps urged
lorry drivers not to head to Kent expecting to board
a ferry or train, even though Dover said it would
reopen from midnight local time (2300 GMT) for
travellers with a negative COVID result.

A handful of passenger vehicles disembarked
from two ferries in Calais early yesterday, an AFP
correspondent said, but port management said traf-
fic was not expected to pick up until later.

Food shortage worries 
The measures imposed on hauliers have caused

concern over shortages of some fresh food products
over a holiday period already dampened by strict
coronavirus restrictions. Despite the fresh agree-
ment — which will be reviewed on December 31 —
it was unclear when traffic will begin moving again.

The French transport ministry said in a statement
that all travellers from Britain would be required to
present a negative COVID-19 test to their airline,

ship or railway company less than 72 hours before
departure.

French nationals, EU nationals or French resi-
dents carrying out essential travel will be allowed to
cross the Channel. The European Union had called
on members to facilitate transit and to lift other

transport bans to avoid supply chain disruptions.
Johnson, criticized for his management of a pan-
demic that has caused nearly 68,000 deaths — one
of the highest death tolls in Europe — has argued
that the risk of transmission by lorry drivers was
“really very low”.  —AFP

Hopes for Brexit 
trade deal hang 
on leaders’ calls
BRUSSELS: EU chief Ursula von der Leyen
and Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson held
the fate of a post-Brexit trade deal in their
hands yesterday as talks hung in the balance.

The focus of the negotiations has shifted to
cross-Channel calls between the leaders after
officials failed to close the gap on how to share
access to UK fishing waters. Asked whether a
deal was possible yesterday or today, a
European source close to the talks said: “Yes,
but as ever nothing is guaranteed.”  If there is
no breakthrough in the next two days, teams
are expected to take a Christmas break, leav-
ing only a narrow window to reach any deal
before New Year.

And, with or without a trade deal, Britain
will leave the EU single market at midnight on
December 31, ending a half-century of deepen-
ing economic partnership. The remaining dif-
ferences between the two camps are narrow
but deep, in particular over fishing, with EU
crews facing a dramatic cut in their catch from
British waters.

Empty nets? 
London wants to reduce EU fishing fleets’

share of the estimated 650-million-euro annual
haul by more than a third, with changes phased
in over three years. The EU, in particular coun-
tries with northern fishing fleets like France,
Denmark and the Netherlands-are insisting on
25 percent over at least six years. And there
are thorny details to be hammered out. There
are quotas for more than a hundred different
species of fish, and EU members want to share
the cuts equally.

EU negotiator Michel Barnier briefed
ambassadors and then senior MEPs on
Tuesday that he had made his last offer on fish
and that it was now up to political leaders to
decide. “Progress has been made. Most issues
are preliminarily closed or close to being
agreed,” a senior diplomat said, recounting
Barnier’s briefing to EU envoys.  “However, dif-
ferences on fisheries remain difficult to bridge.
Unfortunately, the UK is not moving enough
yet to clinch a fair deal on fisheries.”

Brussels will continue to negotiate until the
end of the year-or even “beyond”, as Barnier
suggested-but time is running out for any deal
to be provisionally applied. EU members
agreed to keep talking, but one diplomat
warned: “Barnier was unable to tell member
states whether there would be a deal tomor-
row, before Christmas, the New Year or sum-
mer 2021. “Also a narrow path might in the end
prove a dead end,” he said

A colleague from another member state
suggested that if there was no breakthrough
on Wednesday talks could resume next week.
If Barnier and his UK counterpart David Frost
fail, the UK will leave without a follow-on
trade deal. —AFP
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Thousands of trucks mass at 
Dover in cross-Channel chaos

French Minister confirms air travel, boats and Eurostar trains resume service

RAMSGATE: An aerial view shows lines of freight lorries and heavy goods vehicles parked on the tarmac at Manston
Airport near Ramsgate, south east England on Tuesday. — AFP

CHENGDU: Li Changming just pur-
chased a new Huawei smartphone and
the 70-year-old retiree is still a bit
puzzled by a high-tech device that
China policymakers hope will help
unlock spending by millions of older
Chinese. Undeterred, he’s enrolled in a
training session-sort of a “mobile
phones 101”-that is part of China’s
plans to help its legions of pensioners
keep up in a fast-developing digital
economy.

“I don’t understand all the functions
yet but I want to learn,” Li said, tap-
ping gingerly at the screen. “You’re
never too old to learn.”

He and his elderly classmates in the
southwestern city of Chengdu sat and
listened as an instructor expounded on
the use of popular Chinese apps, navi-
gation with map programs and how to
change phone settings. Demonstrating
how to shut down background apps,
the teacher tried to use terms the
greying students could grasp. “It’s like
the room has become too crowded,
and you need to clean it up,” he said.

China is pushing a years-long effort
to boost domestic consumption to
bring balance to an economy tradi-

tionally over-reliant on manufacturing
and government investment. E-com-
merce is a central pillar.

Vast and growing amounts of
Chinese economic activity are now
handled through digital apps that
have become part of the fabric of life
in modern China, led by Tencent’s
WeChat Pay and its rival Alipay, run
by Alibaba spin-off Ant Group.
Together they dominate the huge
Chinese online payments industry,
typified by shoppers scanning QR
codes to make purchases rather than
use physical cash, which has become
old-fashioned in China.

‘Can’t live without it’ 
Brands worldwide are chasing the

so-called “silver dollar” and govern-
ments also are keen to get elderly sav-
ings flowing into economies to boost
growth. But China’s ageing population
offers a particularly rich opportunity.

Chinese retirees are expected to
number 300 million by 2025, and
Daxue Consulting now estimates the
size of the country’s elderly economy
at around 4.9 trillion yuan ($750 bil-
lion). And Beijing says 98 percent of

rural areas are now connected to 4G
internet networks. Most retirees in
China are keen to adopt new tech and
tap into a growing range of mobile
services catering to them.

A report by banking group UBS
this year said older consumers were
“already catching up” with the
younger generation. “We can’t live
without smartphones,” says Meng Li,
61, who also joined the Chengdu
course and only recently learned how
to make mobile payments.

“I only knew how to make a call at
first, but after my daughter showed me

more and I joined training sessions like
today, I can handle it now.”

In November the government
called for a nationwide push to
“strengthen the ability of the elderly”
to use digital tech, urging communi-
ties to hold training sessions and
developers to create elderly-friendly
apps. This has become even more
imperative in the era of the coron-
avirus, which emerged in the Chinese
city of Wuhan. Resulting Chinese
pandemic lockdowns forced masses
of consumers into online shopping
and home delivery. —AFP

CHENGDU: Women looking at a phone as they attend a training session to get retirees
up to speed with digital devices at the Xiaojiahe University of Old Age in Chengdu, the
capital of China’s Sichuan province. — AFP

Pilot redundancies 
dodged as Lufthansa 
inks deal with union
BERLIN: German airline Lufthansa said yesterday
it has reached a deal with a union that heads off
any forced redundancies of pilots to March 2022,
as the aviation giant struggles to stay solvent in the
pandemic.

Under the deal affecting 5,000 pilots, a short-time
program putting them on curtailed work hours will be
extended through 2021, along with accompanying
cuts in salaries. Collective pay increases will also be
suspended during this time, according to the agree-
ment with the union Cockpit (VC). 

The deal would help the airline save more than 450
million euros ($547 million), said Cockpit.

The measures apply to pilots at Lufthansa,
Lufthansa Cargo, Lufthansa Aviation Training and a
subgroup of Germanwings pilots. “I am pleased about
the further substantial contribution of the cockpit
employees to help manage the crisis,” said Michael
Niggemann, human resources and legal affairs chief at
Lufthansa. “We want to use the time covered by this
crisis collective accord to agree on sustainable struc-
tural solutions with VC in response to the changed
conditions and to be able to avoid layoffs even after
the crisis agreement has expired.”

The airline, which received a nine-billion-euro
bailout from Germany, said in November that 27,000
jobs were at risk following a collapse in demand
sparked by the pandemic. It posted a loss of two bil-
lion euros for the third quarter. — AFP

Telegram messaging 
app to launch 
pay-for services 
MOSCOW: Encrypted messaging app
Telegram will launch pay-for services in 2021,
its Russian-born founder Pavel Durov said
yesterday, as the growing company needed
“at least a few hundred million dollars per
year”. “Telegram will begin to generate rev-
enue, starting next year,” Durov said in a
statement. 

“We will be able to launch countless new
features and welcome billions of new users.”
Durov, 36, said he did not plan to sell the
company and therefore needed to look for
other ways to come up with funding.
Telegram is a popular social media platform in
a number of countries, particularly in the for-
mer Soviet Union and Iran, and is used both
for private communications and sharing infor-
mation and news. 

It has attracted nearly 500 million active
users since its launch by Durov and his broth-
er Nikolai in 2013. “For most of Telegram’s his-
tory, I paid for the expenses of the company
from my personal savings,” Durov said.
“However, with its current growth Telegram is
on track to reach billions of users and to
require appropriate funding.” He said that free
features would remain free. —AFP

Elderly 2.0: China looks to 
tap digital ‘silver dollar’


